
 

 

 

In-sourcing for savings  
A healthcare system ended its third-party contracts 
and brought its IT home.  
Client’s challenge 

When a two-hospital system in the western U.S. decided not to renew a ten-year 
technology outsourcing agreement and bring most of its technology services in-house 
instead, big changes were in store. To oversee the transformation, the hospital system 
brought in new leaders who could address the challenges and oversee solutions.  The 
leaders assessed the landscape and outlined a sweeping scope of necessary changes.  They  
had to work quickly. Within only a few months, the hospital system would need to. 

 Inventory and prioritize a portfolio of 150 software applications 

 Migrate all applications to suitable new data centers 

 Hire an entire technology  team to join a small handful of IT workers 

 Find new outsourced homes for its mission-critical Electronic Health Records (EHR) 
and financial systems  

 Create a fully staffed in-house call center to handle service calls 

 Create an in-house security  group to assess the data security posture of its application 
portfolio, as required by HIPAA’s Meaningful Use guidelines 

The transition would require intense financial analysis to provide an understanding of the 
financial obligations and risks of the new IT organization. The entirely new model would 
require an entirely new budget. And all this work had to be done without impacting the 
day-to-day business of the hospital and the quality of its patient care. 

 

PwC’s Advisory solution 

The hospital’s leaders decided to bring in external help to speed the transformation. PwC 
assembled a team of 15 professionals from around the world with skills in data center 
operations, EHR applications, security, and enterprise architecture. The first step: work 
closely with the hospital’s leaders on a five-week assessment of the hospital’s current state 
and its goals for the future.  The team helped the hospital develop a financial and staffing 
model by reviewing existing IT contracts and projects, and formulate a plan to in-source 
certain IT functions. In the business impact assessment, PwC and the hospital teamed to: 
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 Identify  all portfolio applications and outline how they served business processes 

 Document business processes and their associated dependencies  

 Identify  associated IT resources  

 Identify  critical IT resources, outage impacts, and allowable outage times 

 Prioritize data recovery based on available system resources and financial constraints  

 
PwC assisted the hospital in developing a thorough roadmap to assess the capabilities of 
the hospital’s existing data centers against the operational needs of the business.  The 
team planned for the migration of the servers, applications, and services out of the third-
party provider’s hosting facility, and managed the migration of EHR applications to a 
newly partnered hosted facility.  Additionally, the team provided a complete real estate 
portfolio review to assess the hospital’s ability to meet its data center needs on-site, and 
established a long-term data center strategy  that paralleled the hospital’s long-term 
business plans.  While establishing a Project Management Office (PMO) to manage the 
program as well as the portfolio of concurrent transition work streams, PwC teamed with 
hospital leaders to develop a total cost of ownership model (TCO) based on current 
budget analyses and working sessions with internal, outsourced, and finance leads. The 
team devised ten-year TCO models for both the third-party remote hosting and the 
application support contracts, which were incorporated into the overall IT TCO.  
Transition costs as well as the savings the hospital could expect over time were also 
identified. The hospital could now make financial decisions based on current data.  

 

Impact on client’s business 

PwC and the hospital worked together for a year on strategy through execution.  The 
hospital was able to prioritize its investments in enterprise architecture, disaster 
recovery, and business continuity. The holistic and business-oriented approach yielded 
completely new IT operating and service models, and the creation of a systematic PMO 
approach for the hospital’s transformation effort helped it identify risks, create mitigation 
plans, get a clear understanding of program progress, and ultimately enjoy a seamless 
transition to the new models.  The new TCO financial model was adopted as a tool for 
tracking its future capital and operating costs. The team found year-over-year cost 
savings, some of which are already being applied to continuing IT projects.  The hospital 
is also on track to beat its deadlines for conversion to its new EHR systems, thanks in 
great part to its new 100-person IT team, which the hospital and PwC assembled in less 
than four months. The hospital has taken control of its technology, and they are well 
positioned to find cost savings and new efficiencies in the future.  

 

For more information, please visit 

http://www.pwc.com/us/en/increasing-it-effectiveness/infrastructure.jhtml 
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